
Fixed Asset Management Software

A complete solution to consolidate and centralize a single repository, enabling 
powerful management, reporting and decision making on your infrastructure. 
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xAssets Fixed Asset Management Software

xAssets Fixed Asset Management Software is a complete solution to consolidate and 
centralize a single holistic repository, enabling powerful management, reporting and 
decision making on the corporate Fixed Asset infrastructure. 

The full asset lifecycle is covered from procurement, through receiving, deployment, barcoding, operational service, 
compliance, historical reporting, to obsolescence and disposal.

Our well established software is browser-based and designed to meet the complex or unusual requirements and 
scalability needs of large, corporate organisations; while our user-friendly out-of-the-box product meets the needs 
of small to medium size businesses.

Centralised fixed asset register

Barcoding and full asset history tracking

Full asset life cycle management from procurement 
to obsolecence and disposal

Get notified when asset changes occur

Powerful financials and depreciation engine

Per user/per asset pricing with low TCO and 
rapid ROI 

Cloud hosted or installed on your Network

Security certified by US Air Force

Multi-company, multi-currency with full Unicode 
support for Asian and other languages
Based on Microsoft .NET and SQL Server technology

Access via a web browser – no client software 
to install

Fully customisable to meet the needs of large 
enterprises and complex implementations

No complexity – users only see what they need and 
minimal training requirements

Key Benefits
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Asset Management Made Easy

Our cohesive solutions are easy to use and quick to 
configure. This enables xAssets to deliver 
out-of-the-box software to medium size enterprises 
with plug & play simplicity, and effortlessly upscale 
your solution to meet the more complex requirements 
of larger organisations. 

Different departments within your business may have 
different functionality requirements from an asset 
management product, and xAssets is able to 
accommodate the needs of all business areas, with 
zero impact.

User Friendly

Our solution is so straightforward and accessible 
because it is underpinned by a solid product structure; 
a framework that has been developed over 8 years. 
Fine-tuned to the very latest technology, features 
normally absent from browser-based applications such 
as customised clipboard, drag and drop, bulk update, 
table-based editing, asset class specific forms and 

Simplicity is key to our software’s structure, 
incorporating superior configurable dashboards for 
Asset Portfolio, Financials and Depreciation, History, 
Asset Life Cycle, Procurement and Service 
Management. Each user can decide which dashboard is 
their home page, being completely configurable to 
their own departmental accountabilities. 

customised tree structured hierarchies are not only 
readily available, but fast and simple to navigate. 

With our extensive customized work-flows, application 
and mail integration capabilities, the asset 
management processes are smoothly managed into 
your business-as-usual operations.

xAssets Fixed Asset Management Software
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Using xAssets to manage your lifecycle will optimise your 
processes, ensuring your assets are in the most effective stage.  
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Depreciation Accounting 

xAssets financials engine has the strength and 
flexibility to support depreciation and accounting 
periods through a deeply configurable calculation 
engine that supports every scenario in use today. 
xAssets solutions can evaluate industry standard and 
complex formulae, including IFRS and US GAAP 
ensuring its financial integrity.

A complete library of deprecation report options is 
included in our software, so your month-end process is 
just a few clicks away in a convenient and helpful 
wizard. Calculate depreciation, check the reports, 
produce and check the journals, and close the period 
with our fool-proof solution. 

 Comprehensive depreciation calculation engine
     Model depreciation and amortization formulae
 Track total cost of ownership (TCO) of assets
 Multi-company, multi-currency, unlimited books
 Each user can move forward and back in time
 Supports unusual accounting periods and year-end 
 changes
 Define posting rules to specify exactly how 
 transactions are posted
 Create journals for purchase, depreciation, 
 disposals and transfers
 Lease accounting and amortization

Business Flexibility and Functionality

Our well-established software is browser-based and 
designed to meet the complex or unusual 
requirements and scalability needs of organizations of 
all sizes.  

Through easy and flexible configuration, xAssets Fixed 
Asset Management supports, adapts and evolves with 
your corporate business processes. Eliminate your 
manual data entry and cut your maintenance times to 
allow effective asset management, without requiring 
significant manpower overhead. The processes 
include:

 Procurement with approval chains
 Receiving and deployment
 Barcoding and asset inventory
 Month end depreciation and Total Cost of 
 Ownership (TCO) reporting
 Change Management and Service Management 
 options
 Asset register with search, query and automated 
 notifications
 Email alerts
 Obsolescence and disposal

Your business will be up and running with complete 
visibility of your IT fixed assets in record time, meaning 
you will be on your first steps to meeting your 
obligations to regulations, ISO standards and legal 
compliance. 

Change Management & History

xAssets Fixed Asset Management doesn’t just store 
the current state of an organisation’s assets; it also 
stores historic differences at every point in the past. 
Reports can depict these changes, either from a 
baseline date or, in comparison to a standard build.

 Maintain standard build template assets
 Report on differences from baseline date to 
 profile date
 Report on differences between standard build and 
 profile date

Charts and tables offer a hugely powerful management 
reporting feature, through our functional dashboard of 
progressive drill-down menus and can be exported for 
output. Each chart and table has a predefined format 
for easy reading and interpretation. 

Notifications can be sent by email and/or via Inbox 
entries into our system’s inbuilt helpdesk:

 Receive notifications when asset 
 specifications change
 Receive notifications when monitors and 
 sensors hit predefined limits
 Receive notifications of planned 
 maintenance work orders
 Workflows can raise customised 
 notifications at each step

Customise and Extend 

All menus, discovery schedules and methods, views, 
integrations, classifications, queries, forms, reports 
and dashboards can be configured to your exact 
requirements. Customers can introduce new 
recognition scenarios and code them into the 
discovery data loader.

Create new business functions and shape them to 
requirements without programming. For example, 
cross charging for IT server usage, or scheduled 
maintenance plans for servers, can be easily built-in 
using the highly configurable engine at the core of 
xAssets solutions.

Existing installations can be extended with add-on 
xAssets products, without the need for costly 
migration or integration, since each xAssets feature 
uses the same central database and software.

xAssets Fixed Asset Management Software
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Cloud Hosted or On-site

Customers can choose whether to install on your own 
in-house servers or have xAssets host the software on 
your behalf, allowing you to use the software as a 
service. Our hosted option enables all server 
management, server licensing, backups and 
maintenance tasks to be managed by xAssets, with 
complete access through your own web browser. 

On-site installations are often used where corporate 
policy requires all data is held within the organization’s 
firewall, or where spare server capacity already exists.

Integration

xAssets Data Transformation Services is a powerful 
feature that can integrate with all of your disparate 
data sources, enabling structured feeds into a 
centralised asset data repository.

This flexibility empowers the solution to fit 
organisations’ exact requirements and provide a truly 
holistic view of the Asset Infrastructure. xAssets 
interfaces in real time, to provide federated queries 
from a single source, cutting database volume and 
eliminating latency.

Our highly configurable integration engine is used to 
maintain synchronised data feeds from other discovery 
tools such as SCCM and Active Directory. xAssets can 
also seamlessly integrate with other database systems 
including accounting, procurement and HR systems, IT 
systems including printer and patch systems, service 
desk and Web/API services.

Technology based on Microsoft .NET 

Our solutions happily run on Microsoft Windows 
Server with Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) 
and Microsoft SQL Server. An immensely configurable 
foundation allows for the construction of new 
functionality, with or without programming. Utilisation 
of this technology brings benefits for those wishing to 
extend their software:

 All data is communicated using XML
 Write your own software or web pages using the 
 xAssets API
 Access the API via secure web services
 Consume other web services, e.g. load Exchange 
 Rates from banking sites
 Create relationships between assets
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xAssets Fixed Asset Management Software

United States
T : 800 691 9120
Email : ussales@xassets.com

Federal Sales
T: 800 691 9120
Email: usgovsales@xassets.com

United Kingdom
T : 01225 700833
Email : uksales@xassets.com



North America   

xAssets North America
1000 N. West Street
Suite 1200
Wilmington
DE 19801

Enterprise Sales
E-Mail : ussales@xassets.com

Sales and Support : 800 691 9120 or 732 383 6691

Federal Sales
T: 800 691 9120 (Cage Code supplied on request)
Email: usgovsales@xassets.com

United Kingdom and Europe   

xAssets UK
Shurnhold Farm House Offices
Shurnhold
Melksham
Wiltshire
United Kingdom

Sales and Support : 01225 700833
E-Mail : headoffice@xassets.com

About xAssets

xAssets is a privately-owned global company with US 
offices located in Wilmington, DE who provide sales, 
administrative and technical support along with 
ongoing product development efforts. They are 
focused on developing flexible, affordable and easy to 
deploy IT asset management and fixed asset solutions. 
A fast-growing company, xAssets has major corporate 
and government customers worldwide.

xAssets is also a certified SIIA Certified Audit Software 
Provider and is a member of the CASP program as well 
as a provider member of the International Association 
of IT Asset managers (IAITAM).

xAssets products includes IT Asset Management 
Software, Fixed Asset Management Software, 
Financial Asset Management, Software Asset 
Management, Enterprise Asset Management, Service 
Management and Network Discovery Software, 
offering cloud-based (SaaS) or locally installed versions 
for small to large enterprises. The solutions are used 
by many well-known organizations around the world in 
almost every vertical market. Their partners range 
from MS LARs to global IT Service companies to small 
niche product providers.

The company provides proactive consultative support 
to customers throughout the product lifecycle and 
they always ensure that their customers' requirements 
are met or exceeded. These products provide full life 
cycle asset management capabilities, including 
discovery capabilities that can stand alone, or 
complement and integrate with SCCM (System Center 
Configuration Manager), and provides users with a full 
Configuration Management Database (CMDB). 

For more information about xAssets' ITAM and FAM 
products, its other ground-breaking products or how 
to become an integration partner go to 
www.xassets.com or contact Barry Long, Director of 
Business development, on 800 691 9120.


